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bstract

Two PEMFC failure modes (dehydration and flooding) were investigated using in situ electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) on
four-cell stack under load. The EIS measurements were made at different temperatures (70 and 80 ◦C), covering the current density range

.1–1.0 A cm−2, and the frequency range 0.1–2 × 105 Hz. Dehydration and flooding effects were observed in the frequency ranges 0.5–105 and
.5–102 Hz, respectively.
We propose that impedance measurements at separate frequency ranges (or narrow bands thereof) can be used to distinguish between flooding

nd dehydration events. Similar approaches may be used to diagnose other important PEMFC failures.
2006 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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. Introduction

For fuel cells to reach consumer products, the relationship
etween their performance, lifetime, and failure mechanisms
ust be understood. The known failure patterns must be trans-

ated into industrial and commercial standards, quality control
rotocols, and safety or recycling regulations. The experimen-
al methods available for failure diagnosis, degradation char-
cterisation, and durability assessment have been reviewed by
ilkinson and St.-Pierre [1], Laconti et al. [2], and Fowler et al.

3,4]. The techniques discussed by these authors consider sev-
ral PEMFC performance indicators including output voltage,
embrane resistance, reactant permeability, water management,
nd they focus on specific designs or components.
Independent of the specific materials, topologies, or con-

gurations fuel cells are characterised by their dependence on
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nterfacial phenomena. The relevant physical processes (elec-
ron transfer, reactant diffusion, etc.) are controlled by the bulk
roperties of the different materials and, more importantly, by
he interfacial characteristics between materials or phases. At
ach interface, the material properties change discontinuously
nd abruptly, and can become the limiting performance factors.
lectrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) is a technique
specially well suited to characterise interfaces, and it can be
sed to characterise fuel cell performance non-invasively and in
itu.

Although caution must be exercised in assigning physical
rocesses to specific spectral features, EIS techniques pro-
ide powerful characterisation tools. Macdonald has published
ne of the best technical reviews available to date [5]. This
eview illustrates the progress made since Bauerle used EIS on
irconia–yttria compounds that can be used as the ionic conduc-
ors in solid-oxide fuel cells [6,7]. Since then, EIS measurements
ave also been made on phosphoric acid [8], molten carbonate

9], and direct methanol fuel cells [10,11]. More recently, EIS
echniques in the context of PEMFC applications have resulted
n a large number of publications [6–85]. A significant portion of
hese studies is devoted to materials development and component

mailto:wmerida@interchange.ubc.ca
dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jpowsour.2006.03.067
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Nomenclature

�tdry total drying time (s)
�Z impedance ratio between normal and simulated

failure conditions
j current density (A m−2)
j0 amplitude of ac current density perturbation

(A cm−2)
jdc dc current density (A cm−2)
λO2 oxidant stoichiometry
λH2 fuel stoichiometry
Rstack stack resistance (� cm2)
T temperature (K)
θo phase angle difference under normal conditions

(◦)
θ phase angle difference between current and poten-

tial (◦)
tdry time along a drying curve (s)
Vs output from FRA’s signal generator (V)
Vdc dc bias from FRA’s signal generator (V)
Vac ac perturbation from FRA’s signal generator (V)
Ṽk complex potential across cell k (k = 1–4) (V)
ṼT complex potential across stack (V)
Ṽ� complex potential across shunt resistor (V)
Vapp attenuated input voltage to load bank (V)
Vin input voltage to load bank (V)
Z impedance (� cm2)
Z′ real impedance component
Z′′ imaginary impedance component
ZW Warburg impedance (� cm2)
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Zo impedance under normal conditions (� cm2)

ptimisation (for new catalysts, membranes, etc). For example,
pringer and co-workers have developed models describing the
lectrical properties of different material layers in a PEMFC
athode. Their efforts have yielded one of the most complete
escriptions of porous gas diffusion layers (GDLs) [80], and the
rediction of expected features in the relevant impedance spec-
ra. According to the flooded agglomerate model, the impedance
pectra should present three arcs: one at high frequencies due to
he double layer capacitance (charging through the charge trans-
er resistance); a mid-frequency arc (caused by the agglomerate
ynamics); another arc at low frequencies (due to oxygen dif-
usion through the thin film). Experimental validation of these
odels and the potential uses of EIS as a characterisation tech-

ique have also been reported [41,81]. The measured spectra
sually show only one or two arcs in the Nyquist plots cover-
ng the frequency range from 10−1 to 105 Hz [28]. These results
ave also been related to specific operating parameters in oper-
ting PEMFCs. Diard et al. have reported on EIS measurements
ade on a single cell with a small active area (25 cm−2) operat-

◦
ng at 80 C under constant current load [17]. Their results show
wo depressed semi-circles, and large inductance effects at the
igh-frequency limit of the collected spectra (6.5 kHz). These
ffects and their causes are not discussed in detail.

(
u
t
t
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The water content and ionic conductivity in Nafion and other
embranes has also been the subject of EIS studies. Freire and
onzalez have carried out studies on the impedance response
f PEMFCs under varying humidification conditions [72]. The
embrane materials, GDLs, and catalyst loadings were com-

arable to those used in the present work. The impedance
easurement hardware, the imposed ac perturbation, and the

eported frequency range (5 mHz to 20 kHz) were also similar
o those considered here. Ciureanu and Roberge have described
he potentiostatic measurements made on a single cell (active
rea = 25 cm2) operating at 25 ◦C [14,15,71]. They also jus-
ify the adoption of a two-electrode measurement technique
with the anode functioning as both the auxiliary and reference
lectrodes). These approaches were evaluated independently
nd considered appropriate for the galvanostatic measurements
eported in this work (see Section 2). In another publication,
hese authors discuss the potential use of EIS as a detection
echnique for catalyst poisoning (CO on Pt and Pt/Ru alloys)
14]. Large inductive effects were present in the low- and high-
requency limits of the collected spectra (10−2 and 104 Hz,
espectively). The application of IES techniques for practical
ailure detection has also received attention recently.

In this work we propose that the measured spectral fea-
ures can yield important information on potential failure modes,
nd more specifically, that EIS techniques can be used to dis-
inguish between different failures in a PEMFC stack under
oad. Our experimental investigation focuses on water manage-

ent failures, and considers two extremes: the dehydration in
he membrane–electrode-assembly (MEA), and the presence of
xcess humidifying or product water.

Membrane dehydration reduces the protonic conductivity
hich can be approximated by changes in ohmic resistances. In

ontrast, the impedances associated with mass transport (e.g.,
iffusion within the electrode layers) require simulation via dis-
ributed circuit elements whose response varies with frequency
59–61,63–65]. Based on this analysis, we hypothesised that
ach failure corresponds to impedance changes that are observ-
ble at different frequency ranges. The hypothesis was tested
xperimentally by simulating the two failures in a small PEMFC
tack and measuring the EIS spectra before, during, and after a
imulated failure.

. Experimental materials and methods

Our stack consisted of four cells connected in series, and
eparated by water-heated compartments. Individual cell and
verall stack impedances were measured with the stack under
oad as illustrated in Fig. 1. Unlike conventional designs with a
ommon manifold, each cell in the stack had separate inlet and
utlet ports for the reactants. With reference to the numerals in
ig. 1, the cells consisted of two graphite bipolar plates (1), sep-
rated by a membrane electrode assembly (2), whose properties
ave been summarised in Table 1. Lateral manifolding plates

3) were fabricated to deliver the reactants to each cell individ-
ally. They were attached to alignment blocks perpendicular to
he manifolding planes. Gold-plated copper plates (4) were used
o collect the electronic current from the stack anode, deliver it
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ig. 1. The cross sectional view of the four-cell stack (left) and the functional
etermination of ZT).

o the load bank through a shunt resistor, and complete the cir-
uit at the stack cathode. Four plastic inserts (5) were used to
old individual o-rings against each delivery port, and to accom-
odate small variations in MEA thickness. A pneumatic piston
as used to control the stack sealing pressure along its longitu-
inal axis. This design made it possible to control the delivery
nd conditioning of reactants to individual cells, and to simulate
ingle-cell failures without disturbing the steady state operation
f the entire stack.
.1. Membrane electrode assemblies (MEAs)

The MEA and single cell characteristics have been sum-
arised in Table 1. The polymer area exceeded the active area

able 1
ingle cell properties and materials

Value/description

EA
Gas diffusion layer (GDL) type Carbon cloth
Ionic conductor Nafion 115
Dry membrane thickness (m) 1.0 × 10−4

Catalyst loading [anode] (cathode)
(mg Pt cm−2)

[0.4] (2.0)

Active area (m2) 3.08 × 10−3

Uncompressed GDL thickness (m) 4.5 × 10−4

ipolar plates
Material Graphite
Plate thickness (m) 6.35 × 10−3

Flow field pattern Single serpentine
Channel cross-sectional area [fuel]

(oxidant) (m2)
[6.30 × 10−4] (8.22 × 10−4)

Channel length [fuel] (oxidant) (m) [2.44] (1.77)
Pressure drop at 2, 4, and 6 SLPM

[fuel] (oxidant) (psi)
[1.5, 3.5, 5.5] (0.5, 1.0, 2.5)
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les required for impedance measurements (the illustration corresponds to the

approximately 30 cm2), and the extra polymer perimeter was
sed as the sealing surface for the inter-cell gaskets. Flood-
ng and drying experiments were carried out using MEAs with
LAT/SS carbon cloth as the electrode substrate, and NafionTM

15 as the ionic conductor. The manufacturing techniques for
hese MEAs are described elsewhere [86].

.2. Impedance measurements

A frequency response analyser (FRA) was connected to an
lectronic load as illustrated on the right of Fig. 1 (models 1255B
rom Solartron Analytical, and MCL488 from TDI-Dynaload,
espectively). A voltage follower circuit was used to isolate
rounds and unwanted current flow between the output signal
rom the FRA and the analog input to the load. The output sig-
al, Vs, was the sum of a varying dc voltage (0–3 V dc), and an
c signal of small amplitude (5–20 mV rms):

s = Vdc + Vac sin(ωt) (1)

The steady state component, Vdc, controlled the dc current
rawn from the stack (1 V = 10 A). The superimposed ac signal
reated a small, galvanostatic perturbation that generated volt-
ge changes across a shunt resistor (Ṽ�), each individual cell
Ṽk, k = 1–4), and the overall stack (ṼT). The frequency of this
erturbation ranged from 0.5 Hz to approximately 200 kHz, and
he high frequency limit was dictated by the cut-off frequency
n the electronic load (20 kHz).

According to the load specifications, a frequency of 20 kHz
n the control signal corresponds to an attenuation of −3 dB.
owever, we noted that the current perturbation amplitude

as reduced, but not completely attenuated beyond this fre-
uency. Even at higher attenuation rates (e.g., −12 dB/octave)
he response amplitudes (Ṽ�, Ṽk, k=1–4, and ṼT) were still
ithin the sensitivity range of the FRA (see Fig. 2). Therefore,
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ig. 2. The FRA sensitivity was sufficient to perform measurements beyond the
oad cut-off frequency (20 kHz) published by the manufacturer.

e were able to make meaningful and repeatable measurements
eyond the high-frequency limit reported by the load manufac-
urer.

During a frequency sweep, the response across the shunt
esistor, Ṽ�, and the response from one of these components
ere measured concurrently and the corresponding impedance
as calculated directly:

˜
x = ṼxR�

Ṽ�

, x ∈ {1, . . . , 4, T } (2)

Tildes indicate complex numbers that can be plotted as real
nd imaginary pairs on the Argand plane. In the discussion that
ollows, we use the notation Z′ and Z′′ for the real and imaginary
arts of these pairs, respectively.
.3. EIS limitations and experimental artefacts

Non-linearity and non-uniqueness represent two well-known
imitations associated with EIS. In addition, the experimental

s
c
t
(

Fig. 3. The experimental curves for dehydration (left) and flooding (right). Poin
Sources 161 (2006) 264–274 267

etup on working PEMFCs must minimise or eliminate other
ources of error.

For example, the potential thermal effects on R�, must be
ddressed by minimising heat transfer via conduction. In our
onfiguration, the maximum ohmic heating dissipated by the
hunt was approximately 1 W (at 32 A dc delivered by the stack).
his heating rate was insufficient to alter the shunt resistance
ignificantly. The variation of R� with frequency was also mea-
ured by connecting both analyser channels to the shunt resistor,
nd performing a frequency sweep. The measured value for R�

as 10−3 � in the frequency range 0.1 to ∼104 Hz. At higher
requencies, capacitive effects were detectable but very small.
hese effects are likely due to stray capacitances in the lead
ires (i.e., they are unlikely to originate from the resistor).
The magnetic fields in the neighbourhood of the current leads

onnected to the stack can be significant even at moderate loads
e.g., 50 �T, 10 cm away from the centre of a cable carrying 5 A
c). As a result, inductive artefacts could be introduced by the
osition of the cables with relation to the stack. For example,
lacing the shunt resistor in the vicinity of a looping current cable
esulted in large inductive loops in the impedance spectra at high
requencies (with correspondingly unphysical negative resis-
ances). Other artefacts were generated by moving the cables or
oosening the contacts between components (e.g., shunt to cur-
ent cables, current cables to stack, etc). The importance of cell
onfiguration in EIS measurements has received some attention
24], and the data reported in several publications includes signs
f experimental artefacts. However, their causes and effects are
eldom discussed in detail.

In this work, these effects were minimised by (i) fixing the
ables and connections carefully, (ii) polishing and clamping
ll the metal contacts, (iii) twisting the large current leads to
he electronic load, and (iv) maintaining equal lengths in the

hielded, coaxial cables connected to the FRA. With these pre-
autions, the impedance measurements were repeatable at each
emperature and over the entire experimental frequency range
0.5–2 × 105 Hz).

ts a, b, . . ., n on the dehydration curve correspond to the collected spectra.
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. Failure simulation

Dehydration was simulated by switching the oxidant in one
ell between saturated and dry air streams at the same tem-
erature (while maintaining constant humidification conditions
n the remaining cells). The dehydrating cell and overall stack
otentials were monitored while maintaining the other exper-
mental parameters constant (temperature, pressure, gas flow,
urrent density, etc.). EIS spectra were collected as the cell
otential decreased and the varying spectra were compared to
he spectrum collected prior to reactant switching (see Fig. 3).
he drying process was allowed to continue until the cell poten-

ial dropped below 100 mV. At this point the oxidant streams
ere switched again and the cell re-humidified. At low cur-

ent densities (e.g., j = 0.1, 0.2 A cm−2) the reactant flows are
maller and the resulting drying curves progressed with increas-
ngly negative slopes (i.e., different potential drop rates). This
ehaviour can be attributed to the water removal from of differ-
nt layers within the MEA: at the beginning of a dehydration
xperiment, the excess water in the flow field channels and the
urface of the GDL is removed first. As the drying process con-
inues, water is removed from the porous GDL. In the final stages
f dehydration, water is removed directly from the membrane
nd the dehydration process occurs more rapidly. At low current
ensities, irreversible membrane damage will occur in the final
tages of a dehydration failure (thereby providing a few min-
tes for recovery measures). At higher current densities such
s those required by automotive applications, the reactant flows
re larger and the potentially irreversible damage occurs more
apidly. The time available to take corrective measures is thus
educed under these conditions.

Flooding failures were simulated by interfering with the oxi-
ant flow downstream from an individual cell within the stack
thereby altering the reactant stoichiometry). Special attention
as devoted to the cathode flows because the flooding effects

re exacerbated by the presence of product water (in addition

o the water carried by the saturated oxidant). EIS spectra were
ollected before and after flooding.

A flooding event consisted of a sudden drop in cell poten-
ial, followed by an intermittent potential profile (shown on

s
n
l

Fig. 4. The polarisation curves for the stack under steady state operating
Sources 161 (2006) 264–274

he right side of Fig. 3). Unlike the features in the dehydration
urves, the transitions between normal and flooded conditions
ere sudden. Data collection between states was difficult due

o physical limitations in the flow controls. Consequently, and
nlike the dehydration events, a flooding failure was very diffi-
ult to control. These limitations and potential improvements to
he experimental techniques are being considered in the design
f new hardware. The following paragraphs discuss the trends
n the experimental results.

. Results and discussion

Fig. 4 shows the typical polarisation curves obtained with
he stack under steady state operation and with one cell under
imulated failure (cell 2 under flooding). As expected, the sum
f the measured impedances from each cell was equal to the
verall stack impedance measured following the experimental
etup in Fig. 1.

The experimental hardware made it possible to simulate fail-
res in one cell without interrupting the steady state operation of
he overall stack. A single cell failure had an effect on the perfor-

ance of the stack and adjacent cells (e.g., by establishing small
emperature gradients from cell to cell). However, the impedance

easured across the cell under simulated failure was the largest
ontribution to the measured stack impedance. Although the cell
mpedances were measured individually, we report on the over-
ll stack impedance (with one cell failing) because we consider
hat this is most practical implementation for a future detec-
ion technique or device (e.g., a two- or four-wire measurement
cross an entire stack instead of individual cell monitoring).

Fig. 5 shows the typical spectra collected on the stack with
ll the cells operating under normal conditions (at time = to) and
ith one cell operating under progressively more dehydrated

onditions (at time = tdry > to). This sequence also illustrates the
raphical conventions used to report and summarise all the data
ereinafter.
Unless otherwise indicated, the stack impedance was mea-
ured in the frequency range 0.5–2 × 105 Hz, using the compo-
ents listed in Table 1, and under the experimental conditions
isted in Table 2. The secondary plots superimposed on the upper

conditions (left) and with cell 2 under simulated flooding (right).
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Fig. 5. Typical sequence of collected stack spectra under simulated dehydration in one cell.
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Table 2
Experimental conditions

Dehydration Flooding

Fuel pressure (psig) 30 30
Oxidant pressure (psig) 30 30
Stack temperature (◦C) 70 70
Humidification

temperature [anode]
(cathode) (◦C)

[Tstack + 10] (Tstack + 10) [Tstack + 10] (Tstack + 10)

Fuel stoichiometry 2 2
Oxidant stoichiometry 4 4–0
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ongitudinal sealing
pressure (psi)

120 120

ight corner of the Argand planes provide two pieces of informa-
ion: (i) they indicate the cell’s operating point at the beginning
f a simulated failure event (i.e., the point on the polarisation
urve plotted on their bottom and left axis) and (ii) they show
he points along the dehydration or flooding curves that varied
s each experiment progressed.

Similar measurements were made at higher current densities
nd different temperatures. For brevity, the measurements under
ehydration at illustrative current densities have been sum-
arised by Fig. 6. Furthermore, the Bode plots are not included

xplicitly in this figure or in the remaining impedance spectra
eported here. In all cases, the complex data on the Nyquist plots
re equivalent.

As illustrated in Fig. 6, the dehydration experiments revealed

n overall and monotonic increase in the stack’s impedance as
he failing cell became progressively more dehydrated (i.e., from
oint a to point f along the dehydration curve inset in Fig. 6).
he salient feature during the dehydration experiments was the

b
1
e

Fig. 6. Measured stack impedance with one cell under dehydratio
Sources 161 (2006) 264–274

ncrease in the stack impedance across the entire experimental
requency range (including the high frequency range above a
ew kHz). These results are consistent with impedance changes
ominated by an increase in the ohmic resistance at the mem-
rane.

Larger current loads required larger reactant flows with larger
rying rates, and correspondingly shorter drying times. Conse-
uently, the number of spectra collected between drying events
as progressively smaller as the current load increased. The

pectra collected do not correspond to a single point on the dry-
ng curves, but rather to an interval defined by the time required
o collect the spectrum. Depending on the number of frequen-
ies per decade and the low frequency limits, the collection times
anged from tens of seconds to a few minutes.

The recovery time upon re-humidification was too short to
ollect multiple spectra between fully dehydrated and fully re-
umidified conditions (e.g., between points f and g in Fig. 6). To
revent ohmic overheating and potential irreversible damage to
he membrane, the drying cell was always prevented from reach-
ng potentials below 20 mV dc. This required rapid switching
rom dry to humidified oxidant streams.

The results under typical flooding simulations are sum-
arised in Fig. 7. The simulated failures produced no variations

n the high-frequency arcs of the measured impedance spectra.
hese results are consistent with constant membrane humidifica-

ion between normal and flooded conditions (i.e., the membrane
esistance corresponds to fully humidified conditions in both
ases).
The measured flooding effects on impedance were small
ut detectable (e.g., the change in magnitude is smaller than
� cm2 at j = 0.1, 0.3, and 0.5 A cm−2). Unlike the dehydration
ffects, the flooding variations were not present over the entire

n at 70 ◦C. j = 0.1 A cm−2 (left) and j = 0.2 A cm−2 (right).
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Fig. 7. Measured stack impedance with one cell onder simulate

xperimental frequency range, and they were only detected
etween 0.5 and 102 Hz. Although it is the focus of current
fforts, our objective in this work was not to provide a detailed
nvestigation of the underlying physical phenomena causing

he changes in impedance. We propose that by monitoring
hese changes over different frequency ranges (or narrow bands
hereof), it may be possible to detect and distinguish two or more
ailure modes.

q
h
m
r

ig. 8. Measured change in impedance magnitude ratios for dehydrating (left) and fl
ow-frequency bands (HFB and LFB) can be used to distinguish between two failure
ding at 70 ◦C. j = 0.2 A cm−2 (left) and j = 0.5 A cm−2 (right).

Practical and inexpensive detection systems are unlikely to
easure real and imaginary impedance components separately,

r to cover wide frequency ranges. Measuring the variation of
mpedance amplitude- or phase-angle ratios over narrow fre-

uency bands may be simpler and more economical. Fig. 8
as been used to summarise the change in the impedance
agnitude with frequency. This change was quantified by the

atio �Z = |Z|/|Zo|, where Z corresponds to the overall stack

ooding conditions (right). Concurrent impedance measurements at high- and
modes.
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mpedance measured along the drying curves (with once cell
ailing), and Zo corresponds to the stack impedance measured
nder normal operating conditions (i.e., the impedance magni-
ude prior to the simulated failure in one cell).

As illustrated, the amplitude ratios under dehydrating con-
itions are large and relatively constant over a wide frequency
ange, and as expected, the magnitude ratio calculated from the
easurements before dehydration and after recovery was very

lose to unity. In Fig. 8 two arbitrary frequency bands have been
ndicated. A single frequency in each band (fL and fH) could suf-
ce to diagnose the failure: large impedance variations (>5%)
t high frequencies (f > 103 Hz) can be associated with dehy-
ration. Smaller variations (<10%) at low frequencies without
oncurrent changes at high frequencies can be associated with
ooding.

The net water transport rates within the MEA are the result of
omplex and highly coupled mechanisms. Further experiments
re required to elucidate these mechanisms, and the individ-
al phenomenological contributions to the impedance spectrum.
he design of such experiments is the focus of ongoing efforts
t our laboratories. With measurements at carefully chosen fre-
uency combinations, Harrington and Mérida have proposed
hat these techniques may be sufficient for the specifications of
ractical detection hardware and techniques [87].

. Conclusions

EIS measurements have been used to characterize the macro-
copic effects of dehydration and flooding on the impedance of
EMFCs. The two failure modes were simulated on individual
ells within a four-cell stack under load. The dehydration effects
ere measurable over the frequency range 0.5–100 kHz, while

he flooding effects were measurable in the frequency range
.5–100 Hz.

These results illustrate that separate or concurrent impedance
easurements in distinct frequency ranges (or narrow bands

hereof) may be used to identify the two failure modes semi-
nstantaneously (the detection time being limited by the response
r acquisition time in an eventual diagnosis device).
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